
Word List
READ the words and their meanings.

Whole Wide World

back•ward—BAK-werd 1. adverb back in the direction you 
came from 2. adjective pointing the wrong way, so the 
front is facing back

coun•try—KUHN-tree 1. noun the nation where you live, 
like the United States or Canada 2. noun a place far away 
from any city, where there is more nature

di•rec•tion—duh-REHK-shuhn 1. noun the way you’re going, 
like left or north 2. noun an order, like “go to bed now”

for•ward—FOR-werd adverb in a straight direction 

is•land—I-luhnd noun a piece of land that is in the ocean, 
with water on all sides

 lan•guage—LANG-gwihj noun the kind of speech used in 
different countries, like English or French

 trav•el—TRAV-uhl 1. noun a visit to another place  
2. verb to go somewhere

va•ca•tion—vay-KAY-shuhn 1. noun a break from work or 
school 2. verb to take a break, maybe travel 
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Match the Meaning
WRITE the words next to their definitions. LOOK at the word box for help.

  
Whole Wide World

 1.                             like France or England

 2.                             land with water all around

 3.                             the opposite of forward

 4.                             to take a trip

 5.                             an order from someone

 6.                             time off from work

 7.                             keep going straight

 8.                             what speech you use

backward 
country

direction 
forward

island 
language

travel 
vacation
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 Jorge lives in the country of France.

Chantal’s shirt is backward.

 Simon lives on an island.

 Fiona is traveling.

Mona is on vacation in Germany.

Who am I?

Find the Friend
READ the clues. Then WRITE the friends’ names next to the corresponding numbers.

Whole Wide World

SPAIN

FRANCE

ITALY

GERMANY

 1.                              

 2.                              

 3.                              

 4.                              

 5.                              

2

 3
 4

 5

 1
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Blank Out
FINISH each sentence with a word from the word box.

  
Whole Wide World

 1.  In chorus, we have to face                      and smile 

at the crowd.

 2.  At our school, we get two months of                       

in the summer.

 3.  I’m from India. What                      are you from?

 4.  Last year, my uncle                      all over the world!

 5.  People who look                      when they walk will 

bump into things.

 6.  Hawaii is a string of                     .

 7.  North, south, east, and west are all                      on  

a map.

 8.  Sometimes I think my math teacher is speaking 

another                     . 

backward 
country

directions 
forward

islands 
language

traveled 
vacation
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Right or Wrong?
UNDERLINE the sentence that matches the picture.

Whole Wide World

Staci is walking forward.

Staci is walking backward.

Martin is on an island.

Martin is on a mountain.

Xyqx speaks a different langor.

Xyqx speaks a different language.

Joel is in the country.

Joel is in the city.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Maze Crazy!
DRAW a line through words about travel to get to the train. 
Start at the green arrow.

  
Whole Wide World

START

END

travel

airplane
vacation

train

direction

island

country

antennae

hive

cocoon

insect

chirp

hoot

squeak  

leaf

tree

grass  

larva

bus  
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